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Report on Technical talk on Artificial Intelligence 
 

Title: AI unleashed-Transforming the everyday world. 

Speaker: Dr. Kumaraswamy B V 

About the speaker: Dr. Kumaraswamy B V, experienced Big Data Architect with demonstrated history 

of working in information technology, manufacturing and service industry. Skilled in Big Data, Business 

Intelligence Tools, Core Java, Hadoop, Spark and SQL. Engineering professional with Master of Technology 

(MTech) focused in Computer Networks from NIE Mysore. 
 

Introduction: 

The recent talk held at Malnad College of Engineering, CSE(AI-ML Department) featuring Kumaraswamy 

B V delved into the composite world of artificial intelligence (AI). As a seasoned expert in the field, 

Kumaraswamy B V provided a comprehensive overview of AI's historical evolution, current   breakthroughs, 

and the anticipated impact on various industries. 
 

Objectives: 

➢ Sources of data: The amount of data that is being generated per minute all over the world from various 

different sites and the managing of the data produced.  

➢ Current Breakthroughs: The recent advancements in AI technology, and innovations that are pushing the 

boundaries of what is possible. 

➢ Historical Context: The tracing the historical roots of AI offering insights into its development and 

milestones that have shaped the landscape we see today.  

➢ Applications and basics of AI: The transformative role of AI in various sectors and how it is impacting in 

major companies. speaker gave us the direction to focus more on the basics like SQL Power Bi, Python which 

is helpful during placements. 
 

Audience Interaction: 

The interactive nature of the talk facilitated engaging discussions. The speaker Kumaraswamy B V addressed 

questions from the audience, providing real-world examples and practical insights that contributed to a 

dynamic exchange of ideas. 

Conclusion:  

The talk provided a valuable opportunity for students to gain a deeper understanding of the current state and 

future trajectory of AI. the speaker Kumaraswamy B V stimulated thoughtful conversations that was lasting 

impact on the students. 
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